
JOURNEY TRIO
THREE PERSON TENT

Assembly Instructions

x1  small Orange Tip

x2  large Silver Tip
x14 Alloy Stakes

Lay the footprint down before 

erecting the tent.

First unroll the inner shelter 

and locate the pole bag and 

separate the poles, clip the 

sections together to make a 

continuous pole, the poles are 

held together by elastic to help. 

Pole Placement

1.    Clip the tent inner to the 
Silver tipped pole with the 

black plastic clips.

2. Clip the tent inner to the 
other Silver tipped pole 

with the black plastic 

clips.

3.  Insert the tent pole ends 
into the grommets in the 

corresponding webbing 

straps.

4.  Clip the two Silver tipped 
poles together with the 

Large clip on hook.

5.  Once all the pole ends are 
inserted into the grommets 

then take the Ultralight 

Alloy Stakes that came 

with the Journey Trio and 

stake down the corners 

with the webbing straps. 

Add additional stakes 

to other stake points as 

needed.

6.  At this stage the Journey 
Trio can be used as a stand 

alone insect shelter, if so 

desired.
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 Take out the Fly (Outer Tent) and unfold and spread
it out. Then drape the Fly over the main body

matching up the door area and foot area and then
connect the two with the velcro loops.

 Once the Inner Tent is connected with the Fly by

all the velcro loops, then click all the side

release buckles together

9.  To gain access now simply unzip the fly access

zipper and also the inner tent access zippers.

10.  Once you are happy with set up of the tent you can

further stabilise the tent by pegging out the guy

lines, these are essential in windy conditions.
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THIS TENT MEETS THE FLAMMABILITY REQUIREMENTS OF ISO6941 / (EN5912).
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